AGENDA  
UCDRA BOARD MEETING  
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11, 2001

1. Approval of agenda

2. Approval of minutes

3. Officer/Committee Reports  
   A. Treasurer - Allean Burton
   B. Bylaws - Bev Brooks
   C. CUCRA - Deanna Falge - Pritchard and Bob Eernisse
   D. Membership - Deanna Falge-Pritchard and Arleen Kasmire
   E. Newsletter/Public Relations - Corrine Cooke and Bob Bynum
   F. Program - Howard Frank, Iva Armstrong, John Hardie
   G. Nominating - Gil Apaka and Arleen Kasmire
   H. Benefits - Gil Apaka
   I. Emeriti/UCDRA Luncheon - Marilyn MacGregor
      April 12....location change to Rec Pool Lodge - notices sent out/received?
President Kasmire convened the meeting at 1:15 p.m.

ATTENDING: Armstrong, Burton, Eernisse, Falge Pritchard, Fitzgerald, Gray, Hardie, Kasmire, MacGregor, Apaka, Brooks, Bynum, Cooke, Thompson

1. AGENDA for meeting approved.
2. Minutes of March 6 board meeting approved.
3. Officer Committee Reports.
   A. Treasurer Burton reported General Fund Balance $7,153.82
      Savings Account 6,061.02
      TOTAL...........$13,214.84
   Membership:
      150 Life; 203 Annual; 1 Courtesy = 354 Total
   B. By-Laws - no report
   C. CUCRA - Falge Pritchard reported on joint benefits
      meeting. Copy of report attached for records.
   D. MEMBERSHIP - considerable discussion on how to contact
      potential new members -- new retirees --
      Special effort to be made to get information to
      "new retirees" -- but have to work within guidelines
      of University to provide names and addresses. Will
      also look into possibility of help from Berkeley
      center.
      Suggestion made again that an "insert" be prepared
      to be included in material for retirees -- that
      "new retiree" is already a member of UCDRA with
      gratis membership for a year. Burton and Kasmire
      to work on this.
   E. NEWSLETTER - deadline of 4/10 -- mailing on May 2 -
      first class to make certain ALL members receive
      newsletter on time.
   F. PROGRAM - May 16 "Health Faire" - UCDMC
      Bus transportation arranged -- full details in
      flyer.
   G. NOMINATING - Frost accepted assignment as Treasurer
      Wally Winton - Board of Directors
      Need nominee for Secretary
   H. BENEFITS - no changes
   I. Emeriti/UCDRA Luncheon (notices mailed)
      April 12 - Rec Pool Lodge (change in location)
   J. OLD BUSINESS
      Cooke reported that we will award two (2) UCDRA $500
      Staff Scholarships this year - 1 for UCD; 1 for UCDMC.
      Cooke and Armstrong will make presentations at
      May 9th Thank Goodness for Staff Barbeque. Payments
      to be made quarterly.
   K. NEW BUSINESS --
      Meeting adjourned at 2:30 p.m.

Erna Thompson
Secretary
MINUTES OF THE 2/13/01 JOINT BENEFITS COMMITTEE (JBC) MEETING

Participants: Members: Ad Brugger, Julian Feldman, Mo Greenfield, Adrian Harris, Bill Klein, Gene Lee and Shelly Messinger; CUCRA Chair: Hugh Pates.

The proposed CUCEA-CUCRA sponsored Senior Health Care Symposium was discussed, with the following conclusions reached:

Who we are trying to reach: OP leaders; Sacramento supporters; some key Regents; and our own people—emeriti and retirees.

When: September or October 2001 or next spring.

Sponsorship: CUCEA, CUCRA and perhaps a medical school, the Health Science Provost from UCLA, the Health Care Task Force or UCFWC, and/or Judy Boyette. (Judy indicated a willingness to provide some funding.)

Julian will work with Shelly and Adrian to develop an agenda, which will also be used to get others to buy into sponsorship.

Gene Lee suggested a review of the winter edition of Perspective from PERS for some good ideas for the symposium.

Regarding the newly distributed IRS Rules governing the mandatory distribution of tax deferred funds for people reaching 70 1/2, we offer thanks to Judy Ackerman for her earlier efforts on our behalf, and urge that every effort be made to implement these new IRS Rules this year.

Discussion of some problems related to the Open Enrollment package and the inability of OP people present at Campus Open Enrollment Fairs to respond promptly and accurately to questions raised, would hopefully be resolved, if such documents are provided to CUCEA and CUCRA representatives for review prior to publication and distribution. This was promised by OP representatives at the meeting with Judy Boyette and her staff following the last CUCEA meeting at Berkeley. A reminder may be necessary. OP should also be encouraged to assure that their experts are available at each Campus Open Enrollment Fair.

The JBC agreed with Ad’s suggestion that CUCEA and CUCRA drop the idea of specific involvement in Sacramento on behalf of the University budget. We are not labor organizations, and should not look like labor unions, because it would limit our activities as a formal part of the University family.

The changes made in the UCRS Advisory Board Manual together with letters to the Chairs of CUCEA and CUCRA about continuing participation in meetings of the Board resolve the formerly raised issue.

With respect to a COLA guarantee, the JBC recommends that we forgo any formal action at this time but continue our dialogue regarding maintenance of purchasing power with Judy Boyette. Judy and Senior Vice President Joseph Mullinix have
recently secured ad hoc COLAs for everyone who had fallen below 85% of original purchasing power and outlined for The Regents, future studies and recommendations regarding potential benefit improvements including long-term ad hoc COLA adjustments.

Regarding the Health Care Facilitator program, Julian reported that permanent funding would be approved for all University sites to be phased in over time. Besides the original programs at Berkeley and Irvine, and those added at Santa Barbara and Santa Cruz this year, the phase in will include UCLA, San Diego and Davis beginning next year. Adrian will speak with Lubbe about the possibility of pre-recruiting for the new positions prior to July 1, 2001, so that the new programs can get a running start when funding is available. He will also talk about the possible free distribution of the Berkeley Wellness Letter to everyone who wants it.

The PERS-VERIP trust fund is now overfunded by 126%, as of July 1, 2000, up from 89% a year earlier. The Regental desire to provide "generally comparable" programs for UCRS and PERS members, but the actual lack of COLAs for the incentive, because of an original concern about the higher costs of such a provision, can now be corrected. Adrian will again discuss this matter with Lubbe, and determine if another letter is needed.

Meetings with OP staff and the Chairs of CUCEA, CUCRA and the JBC are still not systematized. Judy Boyette should be asked by the Chairs of CUCEA and CUCRA to establish at least one meeting per year at Berkeley, at their convenience, perhaps tied in with other meeting dates. It was also suggested that if CUCEA and CUCRA held one meeting annually in Berkeley, it would make it more likely that Judy and her top staff would participate at least in part of these meetings.

Regarding health care costs and funding, the JBC continues to believe that annuitants should be treated differently than active employees, because their needs are different, funding from Sacramento and Medicare provide differences, and there are annuitants who retired some time ago for whom the current health care policies create a financial hardship. There was discussion about dealing with these hardships by setting a possible ceiling on co-payments for all employees and annuitants. This matter needs further discussion with Judy Boyette and her staff. Adrian will be working on identifying some good examples of individuals who are faced with extreme hardships in this regard.

Prepared by Adrian Harris, Chair
2/22/2001

Note: Topics are in bold and underlined; action items are in bold.

P.S.: A request from a member for JBC consideration of how to bring about reciprocity of benefits accruing to individuals who retire from one University location and who live near another University location, resulted in a recommendation that CUCEA and CUCRA representatives be asked to survey the currently provided benefits for emeriti and retirees, before the JBC discusses possible recommendations on how to deal with this issue.
University of California Retirement Plan (UCRP)—Benefit Percentages

Effective January 1, 2001

Note: The benefit percentage is shown as a multiplier on this table. This table does not apply to Safety or Tier Two members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Factor</th>
<th>.0110</th>
<th>.0124</th>
<th>.0138</th>
<th>.0152</th>
<th>.0166</th>
<th>.0180</th>
<th>.0194</th>
<th>.0208</th>
<th>.0222</th>
<th>.0236</th>
<th>.0250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retirement Age: 50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Years of Service Credit | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 | 32 | 33 | 34 | 35 | 36 | 37 | 38 | 39 | 40 |

Note: Actual basic retirement income may vary depending on additional months of age and/or an additional partial year of service credit, and any applicable offsets.